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Abstract

A litho- and chronostratigraphic framework for

approximately 3500 mof late Miocene

sedimentarv deoosits with lateral exoosure

30-40

-y aeposiis witn lan

s now well established for Siwalik

eposits in the vicinity of Khaur Village, no

em Pakistan. Based on paleomagnetic rever-

sal stratigraphy and the constraints of long

range faunal correlations, the time spanned is

n 1 5-1 2 and 6 mv BP. Boundaries o

the major lithostratigraphic units are time-

transgressive with respect to a paleomag-

netic isoohron traced laterallv for 20-30 km.

With reference to this datum, the zoneof inter-

fingering of the Dhok Pathan and Nagri For-

mations moves upward through approxi-

mately 1 .5 my from east to west in the Khaur

area. The major rock units represent adjacen

alluvial deposits of two or more major fluvial

systems with different characteristics of fossi

preservation. Nearly 350 fossil-collecting

localities can be olaced in this litho- an

chronostratigraphic

localities span the entire 6-9 my interval, al-

though the lower half of the section is on

poorly fossiliferous. The sequence of faunas

encompasses Pilgrim's Kamlial through Dhok
Pathan faunal zones, but with this new
chronostratigraphic framework it is now ap-
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served. No part of this publication, exce
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e written permission
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rief quotations for so

be reproduced without

parent that the classic faunal zones must

be superseded by a biostratigraphic zona

scneme.
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Introduction

The geo

sediments on the northern limb of the Scan

Synclinorium have been summarized in pre-

vious publications dealing with the geology

and paleontology of the Siwalik formations of

the Potwar Plateau as a whole (e.g., Pilbeam

etal,, 1977; Pilbeam etal., 1979). In this paper

we present a comprehensive and updated

litho- and biostratigraphic framework for Mid-

dle Siwalik deposits found in the vicinity of

Khaur Village (Fig. 1 ), where field research of

the ioint Yale Peabody Museum-Geologic

Survey of Pakistan (Yale-GSP) has concen-

trated since 1973, The Khaur area provides a

continuous stratigraphic section spanning

over 5000 mand representing the time period

n 12+ and 6 my BP, The section can

betracedfortensofkilometers laterally and is

with a diverse mam-fossiliferous throug

malian fauna which includes hominoid pri-

mates. This combination of features provides

a unique opportunity to study the evolution of

terrestrial environments and faunas during a

critical period of Cenozoic history. The most

basic requirement for such goals is an under-

standing of the iitho- and chronostratigra

of the sedimentary rocks. Through the efforts

of many members of the Yale-GSP team, the

- and ohronostratigraphy of a significan

ion of the Khaur sequence are now we
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Fig.1

Drainage mapof the Khaur area, from Dhol< Pathan

(west) to Kaulial Kas (east), sfiowing ttie major

canyons or kas' and tfie positions of long strati-

graphic sections (straight solid lines). The outcrop

trace of the U sandstone is indicated by a heavy

black line. Inset shows position of the Potwar

Plateau study area in northern Pakistan, Abbrevia-

tions for the stratigraphic sections' locations, from

west to east: DP-Dhok Pathan, CH=Choutriwali

Kas, DM= Dhok r\^ila Kas, HL=Hasal Kas,

DK^Dinga Kas, JB=Jabbi, MK=f\^alhuwala Kas,

GK-Gandakas, BW=BhagwaKas, RK=Ratha
iai Kas.
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documented and are presented here as a

basis for further research,

resent the followinn information in two

parts; the first summarizes physical geolo

cal and chronological evidence and the sec

ond discusses faunal evidence in relation to

the overall stratigraphic framewor

The Geological and Chronostratigraphic

Evidence

The physiographyofthe Khaurarea ischarac-

terized by canyons or "kas" (plural, kas')

which cut through dipping strata perpendicu-

lar to strike and are spaced at intervals

about 3 km along strike. The measuring

long stratigraphic columns in these kas' is

thus a relatively straightforward initial ap-

proach to the geology. Sections have been

measured using bothtape-and-compass and

Jacob's staff techniques. Frequent changes

in dip and poor exposure, particularly in

lower portions of the sections, limit the accu-

se methods. Thicknesses pre-

sented here are thus subject to possible error

which is probably not of great significance

with respect to the totai sedimentary column.

Since the Khaur area sediments are ex-

tremely variable laterally, correlations be-

tween sections, measured at approximate

to 6 km intervals, cannot be done by simple

matching of vertical patterns in the stratig-

Lateral tracing of a number of marker

horizons is necessary to establish the litho-

stratigraphic correlations between sections.

In the lower parts of many sections, divides

between the kas' are mantled with late Pleis-

tocene to subrecent Potwar Silts, and marker

horizons cannot be traced with certainty. To-

ward the tops of the sections, the Scan River

meanders across strata, preventing correla-

tion of marker units with areas to the south and

west (Fig, 1), In the upper middle portion of the

Khaur seouence,

continuous exposures

laterally for some 40

vided critical horizonta

wever, there are nea

at can be walked out

and these have pro-

between a

measured sections,

unit

n

n IS be

rre as
' 1

san

,
a ma

ne is

r

most useful traceable datum.

The large-scale stratigraphic evidence

consists ng measured sections and

ve shorter ones correlated using the U

sandstone and two less extensive units.

se provide the iithostraiigrapnic

framework for the Khaur area which is pre-

sented graphically in Figure 2, Weregard the

longest measured section, 3240 m in Kaulial

Kas, as the best reference section for facies

and faunal history of the Lower and Middle

Siwalik deposits of the Khaur area. This sec-

ion has also provided the most complete

aleomagnetic sampling because it is gener-

ally finer-grained than sections to

The lithologically correlated sections can

provide only rough estimates of the relative

ime relationships between facies changes o(

rent kas' of the rfaunal events in

area. Correlations to more distant Siwaiik de-

posits using

mations such as

ies corresponding to for-

inji or Nagri are far

more subject to possible time differences. The

strong tendency of previous workers to thin

of the able 1) as'graphic entities

time-specific has led to problems of interpre-

tation and nomenclature which have yet to be

comoletelv unraveled (Pilbeam et al,.

Until the development and application of

paleomagnetic reversal stratigraphy there

was no way to measure time vertically or trace

it late rally through the Siwalik sediments of the

r. other than through use of the verte-

brate faunas. Volcanic ash horizons are ve

rare and when they occur are laterally discon-

tinuous. Vertebrate evidence has been suffi-

cient to indicate that some lithostratigraphic

units were possibly time-transgressive, but it

has not provided any firm biostratigraphic

marker horizons that could be judged as

time-specific events rather than ecological or

sampling phenomena.

The obvious need for a chronostratigra

which is indeoendent of faunas an

units, at least in a local sense, has led

intensive sampling and resampling

paleomagnetic reversal patterns in

deoosits, oarticularlv in nartsofthe

iwal

ion

elding large faunal collections. The work o

J, Barndt (1977), and more recently L, Tauxe

in conjunction with Dartmouth Col-

t
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Table 1. Slwallk Formations represented in the Khaur
Siwalik formations. Thicknesses vary as indicated in

the measured section in Kaulial Kas . Further details
1979.

area, with local characteristics of the Middle
Figure 2; those given here are based primarily on
concerning lithofacies are given in Pilbeam et al

Age Group Formation

Pliocene to

early Pleistocene
Upper
Siwalik

So an

Dhok Pathan

Upper Miocene Middle
Siwalik

Nagri

Chinji

Middle to late
Miocene

Lower
Siwalik

Kamlial

Thickness and Lithology in Khaur Area

Not yet studied; composed of gravelly sands
and brown silts according to Shah (1977).

1600 m (5200'); predominantly red-brown
silts and clays with thinner sand units
(tabular and lenticular): lower 340 m (1100')
include both blue-gray and buff sands, middle
400 m (1300') buff to gray sands and upper
360 m (2800') gray sands with coarse gravel.

1300 m (4200'); defined locally as having
units of blue-gray sand more than 33 m (100')

in thickness, interbedded with thinner units
of variegated silts and clays with occasional
lenses of buff sand.

Dominantly red mudstones interbedded with
lenticular blue-gray sands; not yet studied
in detail.

Sands and gravels with interbedded red and
purple mudstones; not yet studied.

en
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eoiogicai UDser-

of Arizona, has es-

lege, the Lamont-Dohe

vatory and the Univers

tablished a paleomagnetic reversal stratig-

raphy for the upper 3000 mof the Siwalik

section in the Khaur area. Portions of the re-

versal pattern are duplicated consistently in

seven laterally correlated sections of differe

kas', helping to confirm the reliability of the

data (Tauxe, 1979). In addition, Tauxe has

traced one normal to reversed transition

below the U sandstone laterally over a

distance of about 30 km and the resulting

isochron (referred to as the sub-U isochron)

closely parallels the upper boundary of

the sandstone (Behrensmeyer and Tauxe, in

preparation). Thus we have a horizontal time

link through the stratigraphic sections as well

as an overall vertical reversal pattern. The

long, composite column of Barndt and Tauxe

can be correlated with the current global re-

versal pattern forthe late Miocene as st^own in

Figure 2. The approximate age of the se

ments based on faunal correlations w
radiometncally dated assemblages in Europe

was previously stated as between 13 and 8

my, with the bulk of the Khaur area primates

and associated fauna estimated at around 9

revised in-my (Pilbeam et al.,

terpretations of age

that a more orobable

auxe (1979) s

about 8 my, Interestin

an error

absolute ing base

ate tor this tauna is

ly, this also indicates

n previousattempts

on long-range fauna

correlations.

We feel confident that the stratigraphic and

ioure 2 ischronological framework sinown in ^

now well established and can serve as a reli-

lesand faunas inable basis for analysis o

the upper half of the Khaur area deposits and

for correlation with other Siwalik sequences in

Pakistan and India, Further work in the Khaur

area is planned to extend the paleomag

netio stratigraphy through the lower

section.

Major Sedimentary Units

urStratigraphic columns measured in

area typically begin in sediments charac-

rized bv 1 ) interbedded red mudstones with

scontinuous blue-gray sands and continue

upward through 2) thick, massive sand-

stones; they are followed by 3) interbedde

sandstones and variegated silts and clays

an

thick red-orange silts with cobble-bearing

sandstone lenses. For anyone familiar with

iwalik formations, as defined by Fatmi

re is little difficulty in assigning 1

)

there are sufficient exposures) end in 4)

h cobt

'

the Chinji Formation, 2) to the Nagri Forma-

tion, 3) and possibly 4) to the Dhok Pathan

Formation, where the distinguishing litholog

cal features of the units are best expressed

(Table 1), However, difficulties are encoun-

tered in recognizing boundaries between the

units because of their interfingering relation-

ships. It has proved impossible to map recog-

nizable boundaries In the Khaur area base

on Fatmi's definitions of rmaiions,

nginally it was thought important to estab-

lish litholog ical boundaries as reference

points for the fossil collections, especially

when these boundaries were supposed
more or less isochronous. Now, however,

paleomagnetic reversal patterns and particu-

the tracing of the sub-U isochron show
at these lithological boundaries are not only

complex in detail but also strongly time-

transgressive over distances of 30-40 km,

with time differences on the order of 1 ,0-1 ,5

, The major unitsof the Khaur area

Fig. 2

Lithostratigraphic framework for Lower and Middle

Siwalik deposits in the Khaur area. Vertical lines

represent the measured sections, with dotted ex-

tensions showing where strata continue beyond
what has been measured. The U sandstone, which

closely parallels a paleomagnetic isochron, is u

as a horizontal datum to align the sections, along

with two less extensive horizontal marker units. The

boundaries of the Nagri Formation are defined as

the points where individual sandstone unitsexceed

33 m in thickness in each long section. The com-
posite paleomagnetic reversal stratigraphy (Tauxe,

personal communication) for the sequence is given

to the right of the KL column, with normal zones
shown in black, epoch numbers to the left of the

column. Abbreviations for sections given in c

to Figure 1. See also Figure 2 in Gill (1951),

L
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actually appear to represerit differing broad-

scale depositicnal regimes, some of which

were contemporaneous with one another.

The major sedimentary units can be divided

into a number inciive smaller sc

es which bear a specific relationship

to narticular

cnanneis,

small-scale I

buff sand an

sented bv P

eposiiionai regimes (e.g.,

ains). Three important

acies, the blue-gray sand,

silt/'clay facies, have been pre-

am et al., 1979. Further work

on these and additiona ies is under-

way, but details are beyond the scope

e three lithofaoies mentioned a

lis

paper, i ne inree mnoiaoies mentionea aoove

ave proven to be consistently recognizable

in the field, and distinguishing features of the

Nagri and Dhok Pathan Formations in the

Khaur area can be described using the rela-

ive proportions of the component facies in

each (Table 1). These small-scale lithofacies

clearly represent depositicnal environments

and conditions that were not specific to an

particular time period.

The blue-gray sand and the buff sand

ies are strikingly different in composition

and in the shape of their sedimentary un

reliminary petrographic results show a

igher proportion of rock fragments in the

ue-gray sands. This supports other evi-

dence (Pilbeam et al,, 1979) for the less ma-

ture nature of the blue-gray sands. Wecur-

rently favor the hypothesis that the two facies

represent two separate fluvial systems with

differing drainage basins. Blue-gray sands

bear evidence of the dominance of ohvsical

erosion while buff sands indicate greater in-

fluence of chemical weathering. The former

are probably derived from a river system

draining tectonioally elevated regions within

the Himalayas, while the latter represent rivers

raining

buff sands are more

illsof the mountain front,

imately related to

silt/clay facies, in terms of intergradationa

contacts and lateral interfingering, than are

the blue-gray sands. Thus it appears that the

buff-sand system deposited more of the silt/

clay facies in the Khaur area than did the

blue-gray system,

"Cycles" that have been noted in previous

publications (Pilbeam et al, 1977, 1979) con-

sist of alternations of one or the other of the

sandstone faoies with thicker units of the silt/

clay facies. The cycles change laterally along

with overall trends in the major lithofacies, with

ue-gray sand units thickening westward

and silt/clay units thickening eastward. The

zone of the most characteristic cycles, w
2-10 m thick biue-gray sand units se

by 30-50mofsilt'c[ayand buff sand facies, is

about 500 m thick and is time-transgressive

toward the west (Fig, 2). In this zone the alter-

nating dominance of the blue-gray and silt/

clay plus buff sand facies appears to reflect

cyclic processes intrinsic to one or both fluvial

regimes although there may be broader, ex-

trinsic tectonic or climatic influences on these

stems which we do not yet comprehend. It

may be possible to separate the lithologioal

record of extrinsic processes from intrinsic

ones as the latter become better understood,

and work is continuing with this goal in mind.

Paleogeography and Sedimentary History

Three lines of evidence may be used to re-

construct the large-scale paleogeography o

the Khaurarea: 1 )the lateral variationofmajor

rook units parallel to the sub-IJ isoohron,

along the generally east-west strike of the out-

crops, 2) sedimentological characteristics of

small-scale lithofaoies and larger-scale units

which indicate source area and deposition

environment, and 3) current directions of

cnannei sandstone bodies as determine

maxes of trough cross-beds and linear

directions of the sand bodies themselves.

At present we can discuss in detail only the

paleogeography of the Nagri and Dhok

Pathan Formations in the Khaur area. How-

ever relations s ese formations in-

dicate what might be expected for the lower

part of the section as well as for other areas of

the Potwar Plateau.

sandsong the sub-U isoohron blue-gr

predominate in the western part of the Khaur

area and interfinger with the silt/olay facies

and buff sandswhich predominate intheeast.

Lenses of buff sand occasionally are in direct

erosional contact with underlying blue-gray

sands. The thickness and lateral extent of the

^

t
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t

buff sand units do not change along strike, in

contrast to the blue^gray sand units which
generally thicken westward and gradually

predominate over the buff sand and silt/Clay

les until they form stacks of "multistoried"

sandstones in the vicinity of Dhok Pathan (at

the U level),

Paleogeographically, these relationships

indicate the presence of two major low gra-

dient distal alluvial fans interfingering in the

Khaur area during the late Miocene fFig, 2).

Through time the zone of interfingering moved
westward as the fan of the buff-sand system
"displaced" that of the blue-gray sand sys-

tem, resulting in upward time-transgression to

the west of the Nagri and Dhok Pathan roc

units. The Nagn Formation corresponds

part of the Khaur section where blue-g

sands are dominant and multistoried. i.e., the

alluvial fan to the west. The Dhok Pathan For-

mation corresponds to the strata with a high

proportion of the silt.olay facies and thinner

units of either buff or blue-gray sandstones,
I.e., the alluvial fan to the east. Along t

sub-U isochron the two formations are thus

laterally time equivalent. Determinations of

current direction show that flow in the buff

sand channels trended south to south

while the blue-gray sand channels flowe

more consistently eastward (Behrensmeyer
and Tauxe, in preparation). Bedding char-

acteristics of the blue-gray sands imply

sedimentation during periods of high flow in a

low-sinuosity braided system dominated by

sand, whilethoseofthe buff sand and silt/clay

facies indicate deposition in a more continu-

ously variable regime including both mean-
dering and braided channel belts associated

With fine-grained floodplains, Further details

concerning the fluvial paleoenvironments are

given in Pilbeametal., 1979 and Badgleyand
Behrensmeyer, in press.

Modern analogues for the proposed pale-

ogeographic reconstruction of two interfin-

gering fluvial systems are present along the

southern edge of the Himalayas, the clearest

being that of the Kosi River and adjacent riv-

ers of India (Gole and Chitale, 1966), The Kosi

River is known for its ranid lateral s

ng 112 km westward in 200 years, during

which It has left behind a persistent unit of

sand on the order of 2-3 m thick. The Kos

rams an area of the Himalayas where there

are few temporary storage areas (i,e,, valle

so that a large load of sand-grade material is

carried to the mountain front and deposited in

a piedmont fan. The Kosi also bears a large silt

component, but because of the relatively

ienton the upper partof the fan (95

cm/ km) this is carried farther downstream be-

re being deposited. It seems reasonable

suppose that such circumstances m
analogous to the deposit ional regime of sand

units in the blue-gray sand system. The latter

may have been larger in scale than the Kos

River fan, and possibly was deposited by the

-Indus River,

In the case of the Miocene blue-gray and

buff-sand systems, it is interesting to note that

deposits of the two fluvial regimes accumu-
lated at nearly the same rate through time,

with only gradual lateral displacement of the

blue-gray system. An apparently balanced
situation occurred in spite of the fact that the

buff system was dominated by fine-grained

sediments while the blue-gray system was
dominated by sand. This implies tectonic con-

trol of sediment accumulation rates and over-

all thickness in the basin of denosition. Fine-

grainea seoimentation was proDably s

relative to sand deposition. In order for equiva-

lent thicknesses to accumulate, east and

west, sand deposition must have been con-

siderably more sporadic or punctuated than

the buiid-up of finer sediments. There is no

evidence at present to support the possible

alternative hvDOthesis of increased su

ence toward the western en the basin.

n the u r m of section in the Khaur

area (Kaulial Kas), coarse gravels are as-

sociated with the buff sands and interfinger

with the silt. clay facies. The sands are less

clearly of the typical buff-sand facies and
often appear to be a mixture of the buff and

blue-gray compositions. The zone of contact

between the gravelly sands and other
I

facies rises in the section westward (Fig,

appears that a source of coarse clastic mate-

rial contributed to the later phases of Khaur
area sedimentation. This may have been due
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to contributions from yet another river system

draining a relatively local areaof tectonic uplift

such as the modern Kala Chitta or Khair-i-

Murat ranges. Units of blue-gray sand reap-

the Khaur section in Kaulialpear at

Kas, indicating the return of this fluvial regime

or the influence of a new source area on the

already established systems,

In Gill's (1951) study of the Siwalik se-

quence of the northern Potwar, he notes

coarsening and thickening of the Nagri For-

mation westward, thickening of the Dhok

Pathan Formation eastward, and the appear-

ance of coarse elastics inthe upper partofthe

section east of Kaulial Kas. Our study con-

firms his overall broad-scale picture of lateral

variation in the Middle Siwalik formations, and

the sub-U isochron provides new information

on the relationship of both major and minor

lateral facies changes to time.

Paleoecological Implications

Much of the fossil vertebrate material from the

Khaur area occurs inthe zone of interfinge ring

of Nagriand Dhok Pathan lithofacies, in strata

dominated by silt/clay facies with thinner beds
and lensesof blue-grayorbuffsands. Follow-

ing strictly lithostratigraphic definitions

formations, this means that the bulk of the

vertebr collection is derived from the

Pathan Formation, This formation is over 1400

m thick and spans more than 3 my in Kaulial

Kas while in itstypearea40km to the west it is

about 300 m thick and spans less than 1 m,y

(Fig. 2), The fauna from the lower part of the

Pathan Formation between Ratha an

Kaulial Kas' bears many similarities to the

fauna from the type section of the Nagri For-

mation, on the southern limb of the Scan

Synclinorium, some 60 km south of Khaur. Re-

ferring to the latter fauna as the "Nagri fauna,"

as has been frequently done in the past, leads

to confusion when the name is applied to a

similar fauna in the Khaur area which is clear

from the Dhok Pathan Formation. New ter-

verte-minology is needed for referring

brate faunas as biostratigraphic entities, and

an informal preliminary zonation has been

suggested in Pilbeam et al. (1979) as a first

in this direction. As previously noted, we
are restricting our use of the terms Chinji,

Nagriand Dhok Pathan to the major lithofacies

units which fit the descriptions of their typical

lithologies in the type areas, without reference

to faunas or time.

There is a difference In vertebrate fossil

abundance between the Dhok Pathan and
Nagri lithofacies, which may be due to both

taphonomic and paleoecologic factors

fluvial regimes of the two formations were
clearly very different, with the multistoried

Nagri sands reflecting extensive reworkin

relatively high energy flow, whereas
an sedimentary units represent variable

conditions of deposition with slow vertical

accretion of the silt^'clay facies and sporadic

episodes of channel cut and fill, A priori, it

seems likely that such differences in the over-

all fluvial regime would have an effect on the

preservation of vertebrate remains. However,

exactly why the Dhok Pathan depositional

processes should have been conducive to

bone burial and preservation, especially in the

zoneof interfingering, is an Intriguing problem

which is currently under investigation.

The Biostratigraphic Evidence

Figure 3 shows schematically the geographic

and stratigraphic positions of most of the

Yale-GSP collecting localities in the area near

Khaur. On five of the columns a series of

letters or numbers marks the stratigraphic

positions of topographic landmarks
chosen as reference points and on four col-

umns there is a summary of the paleomag-
netic data, details of which can be found m
Tauxe (1979) and Behrensmeyer and Tauxe

n preparation).

As discussed above, all 1 1 sections have

been correlated by tracing one or more hori-

zons laterally between adjacent columns,
me of these marker horizons, the princ

one of which is the U sandstone, are shown of^

the figure as horizontal, dashed or solid lines.

ese marker units are mostly thick san
stones which in some cases can be traced

)

tv
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su

tens of kilometers laterally before they pinch

out, In the case of the U sandstone it has been
shown by Tauxe (1 978) that the unit is essen-
tially an isochron over the whole extent of its

rop. The paleomagnetic and fauna! data

est that the age of the top of the Kaulial

section is probably slightly more than 6

the U sandstone horizon 8,1 mv, and
Locality 259 level about 9.5

and personal communication), Interpolating

downwards then, the oldest localities on Fig-

ure 3 might be about 12 to 15 my, and thus
the whole sequence might span 6 to 9 my.

(Tauxe, 1979

Localities and Survey Blocks

The stratigraphic positions of

and survey blocks are indicated

ocalities

letters and
numbers at the side of each stratigraphic col-

umn In Figure 3, A collecting locality, as we
use the term, is a very restricted area of out-

crop surface on which one or more fossils

have been found. In the Siwalik exposures
ssils may occur either as isolated finds or in

discrete concentrations which may have on
a few specimens or as many as several

hundred. Both isolated finds and concentra-
lons occur nearly continuously throug

e stratigraphic sequence in a variety of

sedimentary contexts, although some se
nnent types and some parts of the sequence
are more fossiliferous than others, Because
few of the isolated occurrences, which are

cally unidentifiable bone and tooth frag-

ments, are of particular interest, we have
'argely focused our efforts on the concentra-
tions of fossils. Such concentrations are usu-
ally scattered over a surface area of less

1 000 sq m and are derive

sedime

an

monly one

the very largest

alities, however, outcrop ovef much
r areas and m

Yale-GSR localities have been la-

ed with sequential numbers and their posi-

ions have been marked on topographic maps
and, when available, overlays on aerial

raphs. The Universal Transverse Mer-
cator grid coordinates and a brief lithological

description of each locality have also been

recorded in the Yale-GSP field catalogues

and, for recently discovered localities, on

a card file system which also incorporates

sketch maps, small-scale cross-sections,

polaroid ground photographs, and related

information.

All collected fossils have been catalogued

with a field number and notation of the local

i

from which the specimen comes. s inior-

mation as well as the taxonomic identification

and a description of the specimen are now
tied into an electronic data processing system

(Pilbeam et al., 1979) so that it is possible to

create lists of the taxa and skeletal elements

found at each of our over 490 collecting

localities.

The fossil collections made by B, Brown in

1 922 and G. E, Lewis in 1 932 have sufficient

accurate locality data to justify attempts at

relocating their exact positions. In both these

casestheconceptof locality used by the orig-

inal collectors is the same as that used

Yale-GSP group and some of these localities

are shown on Figure 3, preceded by a B for

the American Museum collection and an L for

the e a useum CO :ion.

rived from a com- h

ex of sedimentary facies and stratigraphic

rizons.

On Figure 3 a series of survey blocks are

marked to the leftof five of the sections. These
survey blocks provide an alternative to assign-

ing individual locality numbers to isolated fos-

silsof biostratigraphic interest, such as single

equid or bovid molars, and are useful in

areas where fossil concentrations are not

common. Each survey block is typically be-

tween 30 and 1 20 mthick and is defined within

the local section by prominent upper and
lower lithological marker horizons. Most of the

survey blocks extend laterally 1 or 2 km. The
complete series is in the Kaulial Kas

section where the upper third of the section

. as 1 4 separate levels. As may be seen from

Figure 3, the upper and lower boundaries o

stratigraphically equivalent blocks in sepa-

rate kas' do not necessarily coincide (for

example, KL16 and ML05).

e stratigraphic horizon of each locality on
Figure 3 has been determined in the field by
tracing its level laterally into one of the near

measured sections. Because we have also
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been able to correlate

possible, within limits, to assess

sitions of all these

sections, it is then

relative

amies.stratigraphic

There are, however, certain problems stem-

ming from the assumptions we are forced

use and the difficulties of precisely locating

the localities,

The major assumption v\/e have madewhen

correlating widely separated localities is that

the stratigraphic thici<ness between a locality

andthe isochronous U horizon isequivalentto

time, so that, for example, localities 500 m
below the U horizon in Kaulial Kasare approx-

imately the same age as localities 500 m
below the U horizon in Hasal Kas. Aside from

the sensitivity to error in measuring the sec-

tions, this approach depends on the assump-

tion that in the local Khaur area there is not

significant thinning or thickening of the sec-

tion in any direction.

There is also a related question of the fine-

ness of resolution possible in a fluvia! system

where nondeposition or subsequent downcut-

ting by streams might remove several meters

of section, so that two nearby localities at the

same stratigraphic level might be of signifi-

cantly different ages. Study of this problem

suggests that the lower limit of resolution, at

least in the Dhok Pathan facies, is somev^here

near 10 m, although when very detailed

stratigraphic work is done it is often pos-

sible to refine the resolution considerably

(Behrensmeyer and Tauxe, in preparation),

On Figure Stheaccuracy with which a local

can be placed is limited by the scale to abo

20 m.

A different set of problems results from the

fact that many of the Yale-GSP localities were

discovered and collected before the strati-

graphic sections were completed. Thus we
uently have had to relocate Yale-GSP

sites found in the earlier years of work and all

of B, Brown's and G, E, Lewis' Dhok Pathan

localities. Experience has shown that it is often

difficult to relocate a locality unless individuals

working with the field party are already familiar

v^ith the location of the site. The available to-

pographic maps are hachure maps on which

it is difficult to accurately mark locations. Un-

certainty a the exact geographic location

compounds the difficulty of tracing a local

laterally and there is therefore frequently

some question about the exact position of in-

ividual localities on the stratigraphic col-

umns, with d fferent localities having differe

degrees of uncertainty. Wehave therefore

developed atwo-part classification scheme to

express the degreesof confidence we have in

the geographic and stratigraphic placement

of our fossil localities (Table 2).

With some exceptions the localities on

Figure 3 are all of at least Stratigraphic Class 4

quality, That is, the stratigraphic positions of

these localities are accurate to within 50 m
and the majority are more accurately placed,

The exceptions are all Stratigraphic Class 5

localities, which are of special interest either

because of the richness or uniqueness

fossil assemblage or because the locality lies

at a stratigraphic level not otherwise well re

resented in the Khaur area. The ranges

possible stratigraphic positions for all

Class 5 and some ofthemaraina! Class 3 and

4 localities are indicated on Figure 3

ashed vertical lines.

Biostratigraphy

net reviewoTtne of the stratigraphic

nomenclature of the Siwaliks is given in Pil-

beam et al. (197 short discussion is

sented hereof variouscntical biostratigra

roblems and ^^'^f^' '^'^'^ ha\/o attomntpd to re

c

we nave m
solve them.

The definition and use by Pilgrim (1913

934) and others (Cotter. 1933: Colbert, 1

IS, 1937) of five successive fauna! zones

lal, Chinji, Nagri, Dhok Pathan, and

Tatrot) marked an important advance in rec-

ognizing that there was a series of successive

faunas in the Siwaliks and in attempting to

ure for discussing
. vise a iooal nomenc _...

these important faunas. The terms, as first

used by Pilgrim (1913), were conceptually

most similar to the stages of the current

American Code of Stratigraphic Nomencla-

ture (1961 ), but subsequent usage has

tended to employ them as both lithostrat

graphic formations and bio- or chrono

graphic zones or stages with the distinction
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able 2. A classification of the quality of geographic and stratigraphic placements.

A- Geographic
Class Criteria

1 Location
maps and
of these

known to within 10 m. Location marked on aerial photographs and
sketches and ground photographs have been made. The exact position
localities can usually be confirmed by the presence of bone scrap.

Location known to within 100 or 200 m, but either because of the absence or
extra abundance of bone scrap it is now impossible to find the exact loca-
tion. In some cases these are localities which have a very wide collection
area, encompassing what are really several distinct localities. Locations are
marked on topographic maps and sometimes aerial photographs. Most Class 2

localities probably cannot be upgraded to Class 1.

Location is also known to within 100 or 200 m, but not yet confirmed by
actually revisiting the site. Locations are marked on topographic maps,
most cases these can be upgraded to Class 1.

In

Location not known to within 200 m. Locations marked on topographic maps, but
we have not yet attempted to relocate them. Some, but not all, could be
upgraded to either Class 1 or 2.

Location not known to within 200 ra. Locations marked on topographic maps,
but it is not possible to fix the locality's position more precisely.

Location essentially unknown other than as to region (i.e. "Chinji/'
"Hasnot") . Probably cannot be ungraded.

2- Stratigraphic
Class Criteria

Stratigraphic position marked on one or more local measured sections and
accurate to within 3 m. It should be possible to unambiguously order
stratigraphically all the Class 1 localities tied to each local section.

Stratigraphic position marked on a local section with a range of precision
between 3 and 15 m. Some placements could be upgraded to Class 1.

Stratigraphic position marked on a local section with a range of precision
between 15 and 50 m. Composed mainly of Geographic Class 2 localities
where the uncertainty about the geographic location makes it difficult to

fix the stratigraphic horizon more accurately. Cannot be upgraded.

Stratigraphic position marked on a local section with a range of precision
between 15 and 50 m. Composed mostly of Geographic Class 3 localities.

Could probably be upgraded to either Class 1 or 2.

Stratigraphic position tentatively marked on a local section with a range of

precision greater than 50 m. May only be possible to state that a locality
is older or younger than some datum. Can be upgraded.

Stratigraphic position known only in terms of Pilgrim's faunal zones (i.e.

"Chinji") or completely unknown. Not marked on measured sections.
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always being clear. Used in a very broad and

loose sense as stages Pilgrim's fauna! zones

have been and st

apparenton Close so

are useful, although it is

there are threen

fundamental problems associated with their

continued use apart from the confusion result

ing from lithostratigraphic and bio- or

chronostratigraphic terminology.

The first problem results from the lack of

demonstrable superposition for four of the

original faunal zones. As litholooical forma-Dgical t(

tions Pilgrim was able to demonstrate by field

evidence the superposition of his five units

and the sections in his 1 91 3 paper show

same sequences of these rock types

throughout the Potwar Plateau, As faunal

zones, however, only the Nagri and Chinj

faunal zones have any direct evidence of

superposition. The other type areas are all

widely separated geographically and no one

section is fossiliferous throughout. Thus none

of the type faunas can be related to the

except by lithological correlation.

The second problem is, like the first, close

related to the confusion between kinds of

stratigraphic terms, Since some of his

areaswereonly poorly fossiliferous, inorderto

include enough species to make each fauna

distinctive Pilgrim used species from distant

areas that had more fossils. He was therefore

ers

forced to oresume that his cal correla-

tions were also chronological correlations.

The Kamlial zone is thus characterized

ogically by species from Dera Bu

and the Manchars about 500 km to the south

ogically simi-

while the Nagri fauna includes species from

Hantalyangar which is 1 000 km to the east.

The Dhok Pathan is a special case. The type

area is very fossiliferous, but Pilgrim added

distinctive species from

lar part of the section at Hasnot, whichwe now

believe (Pilbeam et al., 1977; Lindsay, per-

sonal communication) may be significantly

younger. The Dhok Pathan fauna as a result is

mostly characterized by faunal elements

younger than the type area.

Finally Pilgrim's zonal concept has no

sense of the length of time during which the

faunas lasted norof the length of time, if

between them. This is the resultof not knowing

the exact stratigraphic relationships of the

faunal zones. Wenow know from our field

research that Pilgrim's Chinji fauna was

looted from strata which probably span a ve

long period of time. Wealso now know that

although the Nagri Formation is thick and ob-

viously includes aconsiderable lengthoftime,

the fossils Pilgrim had available from the type

section all came from a single locality which

probably spans only a very short period of

time. The Dhok Pathan fauna, if restricted to

Pathan age,

u

narrow

e tossiis Trom near

from a 300-meter-thick section w
the iocalitiesbelngconcentrated in

1 00-meter middle part of the section, whic

surely represents only a-'short period of time.
I.

Wehave no reason to believe that Pilgrim s

faunal zones are other than a series of se-

quential units. However, we favor discontinu-

ing their use as either biostratigraphic or

chronostratigraphic units because, for

reasons
J

and not amena
nition or

ne

10 units oecause,

they are poorly

e to either more precise

r refinement. In particular,

because the relationships between faunal

zones are not easily demonstrated and their

duration is uncertain, we cannot sharply de-

fine the boundaries between them nor sub-

divide them into smaller units. In place of P

grim's five faunal zones we have suggested a

biostratigraphic zonal scheme (in the sense of

the American Code of Stratigraphic Nomen-

clature, 1 961 ) which is, however, still very

preliminary and likely to be changed as

of the faunas proceeds (Pilbeam et al.,

1979). Such a scheme can be based on the

sections presented in Figure 3or similar sec-

tions from the Hasnot region, which can be

correlated independently of the faunas

using paleomagnetio reversal stratigra

Faunal Events and Comments

a preliminary analysis o ur

ar

e-bbPcolleotionswe haveestablis

approximate stratigraphic levelsatwhich var-

ious large mammalspecies either first a

or finally disappear from the faunal succes

sion. These events are noted on the rig

n of Figure 3. Three of the most dramatic

unal events in the Khaur sequence are

J
4
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J-

^

successive appearances of equicis, large

giraffes and a large, hypsodont bovid. Eacho
these forms first occurs in several localities

approximately the same stratigraphic level.

becomes very common, and apparently per-

sists to the top of the local section. Other

noteworthy faunal events include the succes-

sive disappearances of Cono/^yuss/n

miae

punjabiensis,

a species , as

well as the appearance o\ Hippo potamodon
amochoerus hysudricus, a

"^er)/ small Dorcalherium species, the sma
aenid Palhyaena sivalense, the burrowing

rhizomyid Protachyoryctes tatroti, and ccl-

obine monkeys. In addition, we have estab-
' shed the oresence at certain levels of other

mportant but rare taxa and these and the

alities at which they are found are listed in

Table 3. The difficulties of making identifica-

tions on fragmentary material and the uneven

distribution of localities throuQhout the section

niit our certainty about the exact level at

which each event took place. With more col-

ng and further analysis we expect to see

changes in the level of at least some of these

faunal events.

Genera in our

levels at or

ur area co

Localities 126

include Hyainailouros, Herpestes

cuta, Deinothenum, Listriodon^

Merycopotamus, Dorcabune.

Giraffokeryx, Elachistocerus, an

^amapithecus orSivapithecus.

Localities 259 and 395 we have

ections from

and 259

s,

rium,

either

or between

e highest

grapmc occurrences

hyus, and Gira

currences

raffes

Li

00-anc ine

rion equids and large g
co-occurring at Locality 395 wit

,. This short stratigraphic interval

(100 m) may prove to be a time of extensive

faunal replacement, since we have indica-

ions of change of some of the other fauna!

elements as well. However, the faunal turn-

over Is bv no means comnlete an

as different as hominoids, amphicyoni
and anthracotheres survive on into

younger ages apparently unchanged.
Fauna! events above the Locality 395
level seem to be more evenly spaced

ds

roughout tne stratigraphic sequence.

The oldest Khaur area hominoid is from

Locality 259 in Kaulial Kas, but many other

specimens from what are undoubtedly older

levels have been found near Chinji Village, on

southern side of the Scan Svnolinorium,

The youngest hominoid we have found in

Khaur area is from Locality 442, which is a

in Kaulial Kas. Both of these localities are

separated from the other hominoid occur-

rences by long stratigraphic intervals. We
not yet know whether this pattern Is only an

artifact of collecting a rare group or if there

were actually periods during which hominoids

were not members of the region's fauna. Nor

we know whether hominoids later became

ocally extinct, aftertheirlast occurrence inthe

aulial section.

The youngest localities we have found in the

area near Khaur are thought to be slightly

older than 6 my. None of these localities have

any fossils of the Hippopotamus Hexaproto-

don, which is a common fossil In the Tatrot

beds near Hasnot, The absence oi Hexa-

at Khaur is in accordance with its

appearance in the region after 5,5

dyke et al,, 1979). The oldest localities shown

on Figure 3 are 233 and 234, Wehave, how-

ever, one undoubtedly much older locality

near the small village of Gall Jagir, about 15

km south of Fatehjang. This locality is prob-

ably in the lower part of the Murree Formation,

but it is not possible to correlate it as yet to any

of our measured sections. Its fauna Includes a

shark.

Summary and Conclusions

The combination of litho-, chrono- and bio-

stratlgraphlc information presented in Figures

2 and 3 establishes a framework for the ongo-

ing study of Siwalik faunas and sedimentary

istory. The detailed information resulting

from seven years of work in the Khaur area will

allow us to calibrate local variation in faunal

occurrences, lithofacies and the record of

aleomagnetic reversals and to discover

consistent patterns that are of more than local

significance. These broader patterns, includ-

ng the time-transgressive nature of the major

acies and the appearance and disap-
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Table 3. Rare Lower and Middle Siwalik mammal taxa found at Yale-GSP localities
in the Khaur area. The stratigraphic horizon of each locality is indicated on
Figure 3,

^!

Taxon Localities

Lorisidae
,

gen. et sp - indet 182, 259

T Presbytis sivalensis

Ramaplthecus punjabicus

370
^

182, 221, 224, 226. 227. 251, 260, 309.

310. 317, 350. 409, 414, 416, 463

Sivapithecus indlcus 137, 182, 191. 207, 211, 224, 227. 230,

260, 261, 309. 314, 317, 328, 350, 410,

414, 416

Hominoidae, gen. et sp . indet 259, 327, 442

Hyalnallouros sulzerl 303, 336

Herpestes spp 19, 182, 259, 327

Manis sp. 34

Orycteropus sp

.

260, 365

Deinotherium sp 122, 160, 173, 174, 182, 211, 233, 234,

243, 251, 321, 329, 362, 445

Schlzochoerus gandakasensis 178. 269

Slvahyus punjablensls 378

Tetraconodon magnus 251, 329, 493

Challcotherium salinum 158, 182, 212, 227, 243, 269, 300, 309,

324, 337. 358. 433
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pearance of important vertebrate taxa, can

then be used as a firm basis of compari-

son with other regions. Eventually this strat

graphic framework should lead to overall cor-

relations of other major fossil- producing areas

of the Soan Synclinorium and Siwalik se-

quences in India.

the present stage of analysis, we can

offer some preliminary statements concerning

faunal and sedimentary historv in the Khaur

sneregion, based on the newly

chronostratigraphic framewo

The succession of fluvial sediments ao-

pears to be continuous throughout the 3250 m
umented so far, in the sense that there is

no ithostratigraphic evidence for major time

gaps (e.g., erosion surfaces, abrupt major

. The observed micro-cnanoes in

and macropatterns of lateral interfingering o

the blue-gray sands with buff sands and

ner-grained facies indicates long-term

deposition in two adjacent fluvial regimes on

the piedmontbeltof the Himalayas, Withinthe

unner half of the section, the local dominance
of one system to the other in the Khaur area

shifted slowly throughtime. Basin subsidence

apparently kept pace with the Input of sedi-

ment. Within this overall depositional system,

there are differences in the two fluvial re-

gimes, particularly exemplified by the ap-

parently isochronous blue-gray sheet sands

(e.g., the U sandstone) which may reflect re-

peated tectonic or climatic events in the

source area. The sedimentary record on afine

scale is composed of channel cut and fill

episodes, and vertical floodbasin aggrada-

tion with local hiatusesduring which paleosols

formed. The preserved sedimentary and

faunal record isthus subject to short-term time

gaps in any one section due to such local

vagaries ofthe depositional system. However,

for the Khaur area as a whole, the geologic

record can be considered essentially con-

tinuous, at least over the 6 to 9 my time span

indicated by the magnetostratigra

The faunal record is subject to taphonomic

processes resulting in a patchy distribution

within the sedimentary units, both laterally and

through time. This limits the fine-scale resolu-

tion ofthe evolutionary record. Faunal remains

a similar level relative to the sub-U iso-

chron generally must be combined inorderto

have a large enough sample for comparison

vv'ith other levels in the section. The net result is

that such combined faunal samples may rep-

000 toresent time spans on the order

100,000years, ormoreforthe lower part of the

section. For the upper part of the section, the

degree of time-averaging can be made com-

parable from level to level by combining fos-

sils from equal stratigraphic thicknesses, re-

sulting In a faunal record which is continuous

over a 4 million year period, given the stated

limits of time resolution. The nature of this

record contrasts with that of the well-known,

and comparably thick, Clark Fork Eocene

sequence of northern Wyoming (Ginger-

ich, 1974; Bown, 1979) in that the latter has

more distinct levels of fossil concentration

which probably represent shorter periods o

time-averaging,

n the limits imposed by the sedimen-

tary and taphonomic characters of the Khaur

Siwalik sequence, we are able to docume
13 large mammal faunal events, These in-

clude three local extinctions and

anceswhich are clustered toge

appear-

r about 500

m oeiow me u nonzon, ana a sequence o

events which are more regularly spaced u

through the succeeding stratigraphic levels.

The large mammals thus suggest that there

was a major turnover of the fauna at about

9,5my BP, at which time such forms as Cono-

, Listriodon, and Giraffokeryx became
locallly extinct and hipparions and large gi-

raffes made their local appearance. This

episode was then apparently followed by a

long period during which single local extinc-

tions and appearances slowly removed or

added species to the fauna, With our present

collections from the Khaur area we are not

able to determine the nature of faunal change
at the stratigraphic levels below the Locality

1
26. "259 level, if there was in fact any change.

The paleomagnetic evidence Indicates, how-

ever, that the underlying sediments were de-

posited over a considerable length of time

and. as discussed in Pilbeam et al.

preliminary analysis of the fossil collections

from the Chinji type section suggests that
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there was some faunal change durin

period in which the Kamlial and Chinji forma-

tions were deposited.

Aside from the lithofacies changes noted in

the above discussions, there is no obvious

indication of environmental change in the

sedimentary record through the Khaur area

sequence. The iithofacies changes bear little

relationship to faunal appearances and dis-

appearances, as currently understood. In-

stead it seems that the biological record is

simply superimposed on the succession o

es mari<ing the bui d-up of the sub-

Himalayan alluvial plain. These lithofacies

preserve different densities of fossil remains

due to variability in taphonomic processes,

and possibly also due to differing ecological

conditions in the different fluvial svstems.

Based on our current understanding of the

relationship of the faunas to the sediments

through time, we do not see any indications

that processes affecting the fluvial deposits

were linked, in an observable wav, to nroces

ses cting faunal change
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